
Delight buyers by infusing commerce experiences with content 
and easily extend those experiences to any touchpoint.

With an API-first approach, Elastic Path Commerce provides the flexibility to use any CMS or front-end 
application, giving you the power to deliver experiences that best represent your brand, how you engage 
customers and how your customers buy.
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HEADLESS COMMERCE PLATFORM Decouple front-end customer experiences and content delivery 
from back-end commerce functions so you can deliver commerce-
enabled experiences across every conceivable touchpoint.

CMS AGNOSTIC Use your favorite Content Management System (CMS) to create 
and manage content rich commerce experiences. Existing 
integrations for Adobe Experience Manager, Acquia/Drupal, 
BloomReach and CoreMedia make it easy to get up and running 
quickly.

CATALOG SYNDICATION Automatically refresh all catalog information in your CMS so it 
doesn’t have to query the database or rely on potentially outdated 
cached information. 

REFERENCE EXPERIENCES Leverage a “starter store” built as a progressive web application 
(PWA) to quickly spin up desktop and mobile storefronts and 
activate chatbot or voice commerce experiences. All our best 
practices in design and architecture are built in so you can bring 
today’s and tomorrow’s commerce use cases to life.  

KEY CAPABILITIES
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Elastic Path Commerce Front-End Integrations

Defining the future of digital commerce, Elastic Path develops the world’s most sophisticated API-first enterprise commerce platform. The company’s flagship 
product, Elastic Path® Commerce, has helped the world’s top brands generate over $60 billion in over 170 countries. Customers from industries as diverse as 
travel, telecoms, publishing, software, and retail enjoy the benefits of a flexible, open architecture that drives brand-defining customer experiences, facilitates 
business agility, and eliminates sales channel silos. Elastic Path is a private company based in Vancouver, Canada with sales offices in the UK and US.
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BENEFITS

• Reduce complexity.   Create new customer experiences on your own schedule without depending on back-end 
developers.

• Accelerate innovation.    Make it easy and risk free for developers to experiment.

• Get up and running quickly.  Create commerce experiences in days instead of weeks or months.

• Quickly monetize innovative digital experiences.   Place “Buy” buttons anywhere.

• Deliver unified experiences.   Empower customers to seamlessly traverse channels to fill a shopping cart on 
their desktop, add items with a voice command, and receive a shipment alert on their mobile device.

• Future-proof your brand.    Deliver unique and unexpected digital experiences that were unimaginable even a 
year ago.

ANY CUSTOMER TOUCHPOINT Extend commerce to any buyer touchpoint you can imagine, 
including:

• Voice assistant Enable conversational commerce and let customers place orders 
with voice commands. 

• Call center Ensure that when customers reach out by phone, sales and 
support reps know who they are and what they have already 
purchased. 

• Point of sale systems Allow sales teams in brick and mortar stores to access customer 
purchase history and recommend relevant products and services. 

• Mobile Unify your web store with your mobile app so that customers have 
consistent experiences no matter how and where they interact 
with your brand.  

• Social media Enable social buying and take customers directly to payment 
gateways without having to visit a store first. 

• Chatbots Create chatbots to act as shopping assistants, answer customer 
questions, take orders, and change service contracts. 


